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THE WOOSTER
By Mary Cox
Monday, September 16 will mark
the beginning' of the first Amish
Festival Week at The College of
Wooster. Co-sponsor- ed by the
Cultural Events Committee and the
Student Activities Board, the pro-
gram, called "The Amish... A Way
of Life" will present numerous
facets and demonstrations about the
Amish people.
The idea for tne lesuvai at
Wooster orginated through the-ffro- m ll:0flha..-t- o 3:00 p.m. in the
Director of the Lowry Center, Hal
: Closson, who had wanted to obtain a
film for students about the Amish.
"The AmishrNot To Be Modern" is
the first documentary to have been
filmed in a true Amish community
and it is about the Ohio Amish.
which is the largest Amish popula-
tion in the world. The film's pro-
ducers, Michael Taylor and Victoria
Latimore. did their research for it in
Holmes county,an area that is very
close to Wooster. There, they in-
teracted with the Amish people for
two months to get accurate informa-
tion for their project As a part of the
festival, this film will be shown on
Thursday, September 18 at8:00 p.m.
in McGaw Chapel and it will be free
to all College of Wooster students.
On Tuesday, September 17, a con-
vocation at 11:00 a.m. in Mateer will
feature Taylor and Latimore who
ByLIsssRomell
How often have we heard the
phrase, " Can you imagine that?"
without really thinking anything
about it? Can we really " imagine
that"? According to Donald W. Har-war- d,
vice-preside- nt for academic
affairs, restrictions influence
everything we do, " what we think,
what we say and what we do." Is it
possible that even our imaginations
are restricted? John Barth. pro-
fessor of creative writing at Johns
Hopkins University, will addressjust that question Monday
September 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
Freedlander Theatre.
Barth, born in Cambridge,
Maryland, in 1830, appears quite
qualified to discuss the limits of our
imagination. Author of four novels.
will discuss their experiences in
making such a film. They will also
be available to speak to students
after the convocation as well as after
the Thursday evening showing of
their film.
Other Festivial Week activities
will include a quilting demonstration
by local Amish women from the non-
profit organization Helping Hands
Quilt Shop on Monday, beptemoer is
Lowry Center Lounge. There will
also be a lecture on the Amish
heritage at 11:45 a.m. by Dr.
William Schelber in the Lowry
Center Pit Afterward, Dr. Scbreiber,
who is author of "Our Amish
Neighbors" will sign bis book in the
Wilson Bookstore for anyone who is
interested in a copy. A display on
Amish Dolls of Ohio will be held at
6:30 p.m. on Monday evening by
Wayne County Doll Club of Ohio; it
will include a slide presentation.
Another slide presentation, also in
Lowry Pit will be given on Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. It will follow a discus-
sion on Amish Customs and
Religions.
Voice
Wednesday will feature an Amish
Bake Sale in Lowry from 8:30 until
4:30 p.m. and a noon-tim-e slide
presentation of authentic Amish
John Darth to speak Monday
"Giles Goat-Boy"- ," The Sot-We-ed
Factor","The Floating Opera", and
" The End of the Road", in addition
to a volume of novellas, and a series
of short fictions for print tape and
live voice, Barth won the National
Book Award for fiction in 1973. The
following year he was elected to both
the National Instititute of Arts and
Letters and the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences.
Perhaps the one phrase, however,
which best reveals the scope of Bar-th- 's
talent as a writer comes from
the New York Times. The Times
hailed John Barth as " the best
writer of fiction we have in America
at present and one of the best we
have ever had." The best writer
ever ...Imagine that , ;
.
. . .
barn rasing. In addition to the film
on Thursday, a discussion will be
held by George R. Smith who will ex-
plain the writings and editing of
Amish publications. Smith is the
associate editor of "Budget", a
weekly Amish community
newspaper.
A tour of Wayne and Holms coun-
ties. " the heart of Ohio's Amish
Country", will take place on Satur-
day from t:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Open
only to the College community; the
tour will reveal such sites as an
Amish store, cheese factory and an
Amish farm. The tour will be con-
ducted by Wilis m Scheiber. In-
terested students should register by
Wednesday, September 18 in the
SJLB. office.
There were many people who
worked to arrange the festivial at
Wooster, including S.A.B. Speakers
and Topics chairperson Scott Peipho
and committee member Sam Ger-rit- iz
who helped to organize the
series. Peipho encourages students
to attend any of the informational
lectures and events about the Amish
because he says "There has never
been this kind of treatment of the
Amish" at the College. He is excited
about the upcoming festivial and
feels that"people can get a lot out of
it.
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Taylor Hall should be ready for classes when students
return after Christmas.
IToyloir' 'ranovGffipn cnlniosil''
By Jon Barclay
Taylor HalL under renovation
since last winter, should open for use
January 8, 188, according to Don
Beane, Chairman of the Department
of Mathematical Science.
Stating that only " interior
finishwork" such at the installation
of chalkboards and some tiling has
yet to be completed, Beane added
that wok is " right on schedule,
maybe even a little ahead." Bogner
Construction Company, Wooster, is
contracted to return the building to
the College December 5 of this year.
Beane also said that an open house
may be held sometime in January
The SJL5 million renovations on the
S3 year-ol- d Taylor Hall have been
extensive. Besides exterior work,
new physics labs hare been con-
structed in the basement, and the
first and the third floors have been
reworked to include several math
1aa mwtA uminir mnmi. eomDUter
science, physics, and math offices,
Ktth itnitrnt and faraltr lounffes.
mi an interdepartmental math,
computer science, ana pujiwi
library. In addition. Seott
Auditorium has been converted to
two lecture halls similar to Lean
Lecture Room or Scovel 105.
coinnpGfiG
Tti thirrf fiiinr ha a been
reconstructed in a mezzanine sue
ftmnar to the fourth level ox An-
drews Library to allow Taylor's new
skylights to illuminate both the third
floor and the Academic computer
Center on the second floor.
Beane hopes the Computer Center
ean be dismantled and moved from
Andrews Library to Taywr over
Christmas break. Be also added that
the new Vaz 11-7- 50 wfil be installed "
hopefully in November," so the en-
tire system will then be permanently
moved and working by the time
classes resume m January..
Barbara Baily Hutchinson showed her stuff at Mom's
last weekend. Photo By Mary Swezey
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The Dunes Voice
iduccrtion otf vCae gifted
Last Tuesday I had the opportunity, along with
everyone else at the College and in the Wooster com-
munity, to attend a rather interesting convocation, one
that raised interesting questions on a topic of some con-
troversy in our educational system. The topic dealt with
the education of the "gifted" child, a child who is
presumed to have above average intelligence and
capabilities. This child, it seems, can learn faster,
master material more thouroughly and generally does
better than his-h- er peers in the classroom. It is becom-
ing an increasingly popular belief that these children,
who are identified as being gifted through a variety of
methods, deserve special educational benefits and op-
portunities. The convocation presentation was an ex-
planation of one such program, in Florida, that was for
very talented mathematics students.
Most of us at the College are probably i'amiliar with
the term . "gifted". Perhaps your hometown school
system had a special program, as that is becoming
more and more common, and perhaps you, yourself,
were involved. Certainly we all are familiar with the one
in the class who was the "brain" and always knew
everything. And perhaps you were that person. Even
back then questions were raised about educating the
bright child and making sure that no potential was lost. I
that that now the questions are more serious and
deserve more attention. Especially since it is we who
will be answering the questions soon.
The gifted child is identified as such by many different
criteria, all of which changes in every school or gifted
program. Usually and I.Q. test, one that almost
everyone agrees can be very inaccurate, and teachers'
recommendations are the key. And usually, one the
child is identified as gifted, he-s- he is never non-gifte- d
again. But what happens once the child is recognized as
gifted varies quite a bit around the country. Some school
systems, like the one in Florida, have created a
separate school for those involved in its super-speed-y
math program. Some just offer a meeting place and
time for those students to get together. Most fall
somewhere in between. It seems quite obvious that a
"proper" education for the gifted student has many
definitions.
It is these definitions that our generation has to come
to terms with. We must begin thinking about whether its
better to treat "gifted" children any differentyly, or to
treat them as "normal" children. Does the bright stu-
dent do better in a special program? Or are the social
barriers with one's own peer group too difficult to cross?
What are the emotional and social consequences of
separating the gifted student, and are these outweighed
by the students' learning success? I know these ques-
tions, and many others like them, have been asked
before, but isn't it time for us to start thinking about
them? We'll be the ones anwering them soon.
Ida Williams
The Wooster Voice
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Dear Editor:
By this point, most people are
aware that the new limitations have
been placed upon users of the Co-
llege's computing facilities. We
agree that some changes were need-
ed, but feel that the Computer
Center staff has become un-
necessarily strict and has
eliminated some things more
beneficial than wasteful.
'Firstly, almost all of the com-
mands which gire information about
how the Vax system works have
been eliminated. The "SHOW
USERS" display had limited value,
but the commands "SHOW PRO-
CESS" and "SHOW SYSTEM" gave
novices and experts alike informa-
tion about how a system deals with
more than one user at a time, how it
allocates and distributes
resources.etc.These are very impor-
tant to an understanding of the Vaz
as a whole, and this area of indepen-
dent learning is shut off to the user.
Secondly, the system recently had
a second disk drive added,which has
doubled the total disk capacity(to
millions of blocks) and increased the
effective free space(total space
minus dedicated sustempackages)to nearly three times last
year's. Yet for the student who is not
taking a computer course, they are
allotted a smaller disk quota than
last year. People who want creative,
independent learning are being told
there's not enough room for them.
Yet according to Don Harvard, Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
"Independent learning is what a
liberal education should en-
courage.' see Voice.Sept 6) And
system operator Lee Shultz told the
Computer Club last semester,"What
would I do if I wanted to improve the
system immensely? I would pur-
chase another disk drive and give
everyone two thousand . blocks."
Well, we've got the disk, but now we
have only 200 blocks, not 2000. The
exception is people whose professors
have requested class accounts(e.g.
Computer Science classes,
statistics.some psychology ,I.S.,etc.)
who get an additional 500 blocks per
course. This is still, however, a far
cry from 2000, and the average stu-
dent (whose classes do not require
the use of the Vax) gets less than last
year, even though we have the se-
cond disk.
Thirdly, subdirectories have been
eliminated. Subdirectories are tools
fhe tldivor
which allow users to better organize
their files, eliminating clutter and
wasted time searching large lists of
files. Without them, the computer is
like a library in which all the books
are listed alphabetically,
with"System Operations os Vax-1- 1Computers" right next to
"Systematic Conjugations of the
French verbs". And these .tools re-
quire almost no extra work for the
system. So why have they been
eliminated (for students only?)
Fourth point: the ability to control
the protection of one's own files has
been taken away. This means that
file sharing, one of the most impo-
rtant aspects of a multi-us-er
system.has been eliminated. The
reason given for this is that the Code
of Academic Integretity is not suffi-
cient to keep students from cheating
on computer programs for classes,
so physical (electronic) means had
to be employed. This does not ex-
plain why personal accounts will not
be able to transfer files(since no
class work is done there), and the
Computer Center staff have not been
willing to explain the reasoning
behind this decision to us. And there
are ways of getting around these
restrictions(e.g. using the Rainbow
microcomputer as a bridge between
accounts,etc.), but they are difficult
to make most forms of transfer
more trouble thhan they are worth.
A student determined to cheat,
however, could employ these, and
therefore the Computer Center has
not stopped them. But they have ef-
fectively stopped many of the things
that cannot be done on the micros
and were previously done on the
Vax, such things as communication
between processes(accounts,too).
Moving word processing off the
Vax was a good idea ; the microcom-
puters are more than able to handle
word processing as well as the Vax-(exce- pt
for the use of the laser
printer). It has cut Computer Center
costs considerably.. But some of the
other things have been eliminated on
the Vax cannot be so easily replac-
ed, as we have no other hardware
capable of supporting it We hope
that the Computer Center recognizes
this fact, and moves to once again
provide all students the resources of
which we feel they(we) have been
deprived unnecessarily.
Tom Barringer and David Hunter
President and Vice President
of Wooster Computer Exchange.
am a . , 1, .The Trustees 01 ue umege ox
Wooster will be on campus October
17-1-9 this fall. An issue that they will
be considering is that of divestment.
Last Spring, the Campus Council
unanimously passed a resolution
calling for the divestment of College
owned stock in companies operating
within South Africa. As students of
the College of Wooster, it is our duty
to force the Board to hear our voice.
The situation in South Africa has
long since passed the point of action.
The Board has argued that we must
hold onto our investments so as not
to lose our position of influence in
South Africa. My question to the
Board is: where has this influence
brought us? It has linked us with a
violent racist government that is
contrary to the philosophies of this
,
institution.
.
UJS.
.
corporate
.
presence
O ll-- - f - 111in aouw Ainca is iar irvm m pusiuve
influence. It provides the South
African government with 70 percent
of its computer industry which is us-
ed to monitor the majority Black
population. It provides the South
African government with 44 percent
of its oil industry, a natural resource
which South Africa does not possess.
It also provides the South African
military with 24 percent of its
automotive industry.
Continued on Page S ',
Dear Editor:
In recent years, the cost of a col-
lege education has risen so sharply
that many students, parents and
educators fear that in the near
future, the average American will
nat be able to afford higher educa-
tion, even with the help of financial
aid. Yet, many people do not realize
how many hidden expenses are not
included in the-romprehensi-ve fee,
even though many of the hidden
costs are just as shockingly expen-
sive. This problem is compounded
at a small school located in a small
town like Wooster, where many
goods and services are provided on-
ly by the college. Because of the
lack of competition, the college feels
free to charge what it pleases for
many of the services it makes
available to students.
For instance, if a student has a
checking account at the Credit
Union or an out-of-to- wn bank, he has
no alternative but to cash his checks
in Lowry Center or at the
Treasurer's Office. Of course, con-
sidering the exorbldant fees charged
bv local banks for check-i- n c.
Continued on Page 3
. Divestment
Continued from Page 2
It most be remembered that
divestment is a moral statement. It
is one that says that we as a com-
munity will no longer support this
racism. The Scot's Key states: " It is
the goal of the College to eliminate
all manifestations of racism from
the campus..." From my point of
view, investing in the support of a
racist government violates this goal.
I charge the students, faculty and
administration of this campus to
confront the Board on its racist
behavior and demand a change. To
those who feel that divestment will
only cause the Black South African
more pain and suffering, I will leave
you with a plea from Bishop Des- -
;
'
mond Tutu: " Please don't use us as
an excuse to keep you from doing the
right thing."
01 voice
On page 1 of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, September 9, 1985, it was
reported that President Reagan was
planning to "impose limited sanc-
tions on the SoutlAfrican
ment..." and six sanctions were
listed. The one sanction which
struck me as being rather curious
was the following: "Stop large-scal- e
r-- sales of computer equipment used to
enforce apartheid, South Africa s
system of strict racial segregation."
Two days before, I had reviewed ajjgWicjWorTbeegartmentf
State, which was entitled "The U.S.
Response to Apartheid in South
Africa". It was a statement by
Chester Crocker, Assistant
Secretary for African Affairs, before
the Subcommittee on Africa of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee,
Wash., D.C., April 17, 1985.
The following appears on page 2 of
that statement:
"We hear claims that the United
States supports the enforcement of
apartheid by permitting the South
African authorities to import main-
frame computers to implement the
passing of laws which control the
lives of approximately 22 million
non-voti- ng Africans. This, too, is ab-
solutely false: it has no basis in fact.
Administration policy is to prohibit
the sale of computers to the South
African military, police, or entities
enforcing apartheid. We conduct
regular prelicense checks on the
end-us- e of the computers by such
agencies as the Post Office, the
Reserve Bank, or the Electricity
Supply Commission and have in-
sisted on our right to do postlicense
checks as well. To my knowledge,
there have been no violations to
date. As far as we are concerned,
this is a realistic approach, balanc-
ing our moral and political respon-
sibilities with the realities of free
trade."
,2L PePle Interested in1 n
lWrttedl Working on the Voice
Newsmaker
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counts, cost-conscio- us students are
often the ones who need to cash their
checks at the College. Yet, when it
costs 25 to cash a check, how much
money can one save? This is
especially disturbing when one con-
siders that checks cost lOto cash last
year, and that the Treasurer's Office
used to cash local checks for free.
Have the College's expenses really
increased 150 or are they just try-
ing to wring more money out of us?
Probably the most flagrant exam-
ple of opportunism is the Florence O.
Wilson Bookstore. The bookstore in-
formed us early in the year of the
many valuable services it provides.
Among the most important is the
buying and selling of textbooks. The
bookstore's literature tells us that
they pay 50. of a book's new price for
used books. Yet if one reads the fine
print, or if one has had experience
with the bookstore, one finds out
about "50for paperbacks" (eleven of
the thirteen books I bought this
semester were paperbacks), and
"we don't buy back lab books" (even
if the lab book has not been written
in). Buying back books before finals
bean without requiring a reciepx.
nor even a college I.D., encourages
the theft of books. Anyone who has
had his textbooks stolen two days
before a final exam (there are a lot
of von out there) will aeree that the
bookstore shows no concern for
1 students who have had books stolen.
The bookstore also does not tell us
about the used books which were
wrapped in cellophane and sold as
new books. Furthermore, if a stu-
dent wants to buy his younger
brother or sister a Wooster t-sh-irt as
a gift, he has no alternative to buy-
ing it at the bookstore. Since they
are the only game in town, they
price their goods accordingly. If no
one else provides these services, we
have no choice but to pay these
den fees.
However, the bookstore does have
competition in some areas. We all
have broken down and bought goods
from thebookstore because of its
convenience, even though we realize
we can get them more cheaply
elsewhere. Yet, why pay $1.69 for a
20 os. box of Tide, when it costs $1.04
at Smith's grocery? Why pay $4.95
for a Smith-Coron- a typewriter rib-
bon cartridge, when the same car-
tridge costs $3.50 at Watson Office
Supply? Why pay $3.17 for 10 Paper
Will Maey Dievec stfop?
by IAN M. FRIED
Although the 1984 Presidential
election is not even a year old, the
political pundits in Washington D.C.
and around the country are already
discussing the 1988 Presidential
campaign.
There are basically two reasons
for this; First, Ronald Reagan, no
matter how popular he may be, can-
not run again. No President ean ever
run for more than two terms. Thus,
because of Reagan's "lame-duckiness- ,"
there are already power
struggles in the two parties to see
who will succeed him .
The second reason for the early
campaign discussion is the growing
importance of the media in the
Presidential election. Possible can-
didates want to look as good as possi-
ble, as early as possible so voters
will think of them come primary
time.
Being a person who loves to
watch the political struggles in this
country, lam more than delighted to
add my own list of possible for each
party, and what I think will help and
hurt each one.
DEMOCRATS:
Edward Kennedy, Senator (Mass.)-Kenne- dy
has enough name recogni-
tion and clout to get the nomination.
Yet, he would be very weak in the
actual election because of his tradi-
tional ties and . the Chappaquidick
controversy.
Gary Hart, Senator (Colorado)-Ha- rt
has name recognition and a
Mate pens, when they cost $2.19' at
Gray Drug? Why pay high prices for
film developing, when your ex-
perience tells you that the prints will
arrive late? Why subscribe to the
New York Times from the bookstore
when Saturday's paper does not ar-
rive until Monday and at least two
issues a month do not arrive at all?
The bookstore management may
claim that these inflated prices are
necessary because of their low
volume of sales of many goods and
because of their large inventories.
wider base than Kennedy, but he
was not able to get the nomination
from Walter Mondale, at which par-
ty members might look. He will be
able to campaign for a long time
since he will be giving up his Senate
seat in 1988.
Mario Cuomo, Governor (New
York- )- Cuomo's problems seem to
be name recognition and the fact
that he is considered to be a northern
liberal. He might be able to get
enough grassroots support to be a
viable candidate.
Darkhorses-Llo- yd Bentsen, Senator(Arkansas): Joseph Biden, Senator(Delaware) If either one runs, each
has a chance of being the Gary Hart
011988.
REPUBLICANS:
George Bush. Vice Presiden- t- Bush
is obviously the front runner right
now. At the moment, his connection
with Reagan has only helped him.
His problem will be establishing
himself separate from Reagan.
Robert Dole, Senator (Kansas)-Do- le
is establishing himself as the
speaker for the moderate
republicans. Both his unexciting
personality and his arguments with
Reagan may hurt his chances.
Jack Kemp. Representative (New
York)-Ke- mp will be representative
of Reagan's ideology, but without
Reagan's charisma, be may seem
too conservative.
In response, I ask: is the bookstore
a profit making venture? If so, we
students are its only source of profit
The college bookstore should pro-
vide' students a service, instead of
trying to reap profits at our expense.
The only way to show the College
how we feel is to stop patronizing the
bookstore, except when absolutely
necessary. There are plenty of
stores in the City of Wooster that
would love to have our business.
Karl J. Eisenhower
Box 1521
'UTOM MttaSWY SLACKSM Tte XK OF Ttt fcUS?"
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SCOTS PREPARE
FOR OPENER
WITH HIRAM
Coach Boles Pleased With
Early Performance
Of the Squad
By Bob Brifleb
The first week"of football prac-
tice has come and gone, and turn-
ed out to be a very successful one
at that. This leaves Coach Boles
and his cohorts with only a few
more days to prepare for the first
fame of the year, with Hiram.
Remarks heard near and around
the practice field are to the effect
that Coach is well satisfied with
this year's squad. "It's one of the
best-drille- d teams in my type of
offense that I have ever had at
this early stage," said the veteran
mentor.
The first couple of days were
spent in calisthenics and condition-
ing exercises in hopes of putting
the boys in the best of shape.
Drills in fundamentals and signal
practice were carried out, and
near the end of the week scrim-
mage started.
Because of the extra fine show-
ing of the squad, scrimmage start-
ed a day earlier than was origin-
ally announced. Since last Thurs-
day, however, a number of differ-
ent combinations hare been tried
in order to find the best outfit, de-
fensively and offensively.
A number of the players nave
shown much Improvement la Utelr
playing. A few of lh more mUcv
abte ones are Campbell. Cdr.
K. Kate. WtlM a4 HaadrtU .
All of lb Lave oMrtf4
oeutaadiag we la Vf -
Crelghlon doing exceptionally fine
punting, Wooater should have lit-
tle trouble In its kicking game.
r'omhcn Munmn. Swlgart, Mur-
ray, and Hole have again taken
certain tlutivH in developing a sat-
isfactory outfit. "Munse" has been
working linemen on their blocks,
and guards on pulling out of the
line.
Art Murray once more has tak-
en over the. tutelage of the ends,
while Swigart has taken charge of
the backs. Mr. Hole adds his com-
ments once in a while when not
busy with his freshman squad.
The freshmen have reported for
practice and will be used on de-
fense against the varsity. The
frosh show plenty of beef but
whether they will be able to com
bat against the varsity's plays will
be learned soon. The yearling
squad will also run a few of the
Hiram plays, which are very aim
liar to the Case formations.
Casualties have been few and
aside from a lew tore n.uscles the(as W la great shape for its first
later Saturday.
JUNIORS LEAD THE
INTERCLASS SOFT
BALL COMPETITION
The Interclass Softball League
got into full swing this week with
games being played Monday, Tues
day and Wednesday. This year's
Junior team, school champions for(the past two years, won both
'games they played and continued
an uninterrupted winning streak
which started with the second
game which they played in their
freshman year. The first game of
R L S'GISPORTS
Katherine Rahl of the class ot
1935 is now director of the girls'
physical education department at
Wooster High School. All of her
classroom work is in physical edu-
cation and the outside sports are
well organized.
Virginia Rowe, a prominent
member of the freshman class,
won the Michigan State Girls'
Tennis Singles championship this
spring. Twenty-tw- o girls from all
over the state were entered in the
tournament.
In her climb up the ladder, Vir-
ginia won her high school tourna-
ment for three straight years. A
camp championship in 1932 was
the next rung. Then in 1933 she
was runner-u- p in the Grosse Point
township.
SCHINE'S
WOOSTER
THEATRE
Today (Thurs.) & Friday
Tom Brown in
"Annapolis Farewell"
Saturday Double Feature
Zane Grey's
"Thunder Mountain"
Elissa Landi in
4Without Regret"
Sunday & Monday
GRETA GARBO and
FREDRIC MARCH in
Tolstoy's immortal love story
"ANNA KARENINA"
Tuesday & Wednesday
John Boles fit Dixie Lee in
"Redheads on Parade"
s
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.that year was lost to the senior
team by a score of 4-- 3, and rep-
resents the only loss which the
class of 1937 Softball team has re-
ceived. . The iuniors' two wins
came at the expense of the fresh-
man and seniors, the scores being
16-- 4 and 10-- 9. Ralph Immel did
the hurling in the first game, while
he shared the pitching duties with
WiH Banks in the second tilt.
In the game scheduled for Mon-
day, the seniors defeated the soph-
omores by a forfeit when the lat-
ter team failed to put in an
Standings:
Juniors
Seniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
W L Pet.
2 0 1.000
1- - 1 .500
0 1 .000
0 1 .000
PORTSHORTS
Sections in Kenarden went wild
with joy when Louis k-o.- 'd Baer in
their fistic event of the other
night. Beta were paced on any-
thing from a knockout to a deci-
sion, rounds in which it would
take place, and even the victor of
the ftght. Radios blared and com-
ment was thick. A few of the boy
holding Baer money wvte takes)
for a ride, bat the Keaarde staid
service waa all bUck m Us ss4
belting alxoag.
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It will be partly to mostly sunny and cool today .
with a hicrh of 65 to 70. Toniaht promises to be
mostly clear and very cool with a low dipping '
-
. 1 - 1 1 M "Wdown to 40 to 4d. une weeitena win cerioimy
nAi 4-v- .an t-Vi- o nrnvious one. but it promises towwa. -- Trto be excellent for the Wooster football fans.
Hiahs both Saturday and Sunday will range from 68
to 73 under mostly sunny sjties. uveuuyuu
. 1 1 a.? A.7 under mostlv clear skies.
TRIVIA: Wind speed was first measured in 1667 by
Robert Hooke, an Engixsn paysiciat. -- - --
v.. 1783 that humidity was first measured.
Writer's..
Modi
By Andrew Mayer
I've never really been comfortable
with the whole U.S.A. for Africa
thing. There's just something about
it which makes me want to hate it I
wasn't hostile to it right away. I sur-
vived the 2020 special and the three
hour radio special, and still thought
things were o.k.. Even the South
American and Heavy metal songs
didn't phase me that much.
The thing that really got me mad
was when Joan Baez tried to com-
pare Live Aid to Woodstock. " This
is your Woodstock," she said to the
crowd. Yeah, right.
But what made it even worse was
that was what I had expected her to
say. Maybe even, " This is your
Woodstock, a meeting of the money
generation." If that was our
Woodstock ladies and gentlemen we
are ma lot of trouble.
That's not to say that Live Aid
wasn't for a good cause. Even if the
rood never gets to the starving
millions it was for a good cause. But
ACROSS .
1 Snake
4 Hardy heroine
8 Poison
12 Pedal digit
13 Country of Asia
14 Preposition
15 Guido's high
note
16 Brings into perH
18 Compact
20 Face of clock
21 Latin
conjunction
22 Lamprey
23 Verve
27 Sum up
29 Equality
30 Self-respe- ct
31 French article
32 In place of
33 Possesses
34 Exists
35 Brimless cap
37 Small chUd
Cotaga Prmm Srvto
38 Unit of
Siamese --
currency
39 Quarrel
40 Cut
41 Spanish article
42 Pronoun
44 Falls short
47 Public vehicle
51 Small amount
52 Couple
53 Comfort
54 Anger
55 Mountains of
Europe
56 Let it stand
57 Everybody's
uncle
DOWN
1 The sweetsop
2 Piece for one
3 Tolled
4 Bound
5 Sea eagle
6 More mournful
fA -- V.
what bothers me is that everybody
thinks that the fact that we've
managed to make charity as popular
as Madonna ( well, maybe not that
popular) means that' the companies
that market all that stuff are a
bunch of warm hearted nice people.
Yeah, right
I agree with the cause, but I also
know that every company that
donates their profits ( notice that at
first they paid for everything:
studios, raw materials, etc. Now
they have to turn a profit before they
give any money.) is hoping to reap
the economic benefits of being con-
nected with good will. Some may say
that they really are doing it out of
the kindness of their hearts, but if
you really think that they didn't
know it was going to be a good move
on their own little pocketbooks in the
long run, you've got another thing
coming.
J
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7 Gastropod
mollusk
8 Human alarm
docks?
9 Imitate
10 Opp. of So.
11 Abstract being
17 A continent:
abbr.
19 Italy: abbr.
22 Organ of
hearing
24 Roman 51
25 Mine entrance
26 Bird's home
27 Priest's
vestments
28 Profound
29 Vessel
t t 0 a t A . i --t L V
ADS
25 toord or tass2
oo 104
(uhxt x bargain 1
sell
30 Stroke
32 Shackles
33 In what
manner?
36 Sun god
37 Male cat
38 Excuses
40 Apportions
41 Babylonian
deity
43 That man
44 Part of violin
45 Unit of Italian
currency
46 Stalk
47 Health resort
48 Hindu cymbals
49 Tear '
50 Peer Gynt's
mother
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Try talking to someone who works
in statistics or actuarial science.
You begin to realise just how closely
these people can predict trends, can
predict profits, can predict public
reaction to a charitable campaign.
Companies don't lose .money for
anybody.
Now before you start saying that
rm down on the whole thing. Just too
damn nppiHvp. let me explain. I
really am happy about what's been
done, from Bana-Ai- a i wnicn is rr al-
ly the only musical project that had
a Htnahl sons) riiht down to the
greeting cards sold in our very own
bookstore. My point is to give if you
want to, just don't get fooled into
turifeirincr that the corDorations are a
bunch of nice guys. They just want
you to buy more 01 tneir stun.
And Joan, live Aid was great, but
don't try to compare that to a group
of people joining together to
celebrate their way of life, and their
beliefs. It wasn't Woodstock.
THE FAMILY
IS THE FUTURE
ByHesham Abdeen
Recently a friend of mine told me
the following anecdote. At lunch he
had mentioned that he and his wife
intended to have a second child soon.
His companion stood up and reached
out his hand.
"Congratulations"! he said. "You
are making a political statement."
We live in curious times. Choosing
to have a family used to be routine.
How should I of what Henry David
Thoreausaid,"Don't trouble yourself
mnrh tn t new things ... sell TOUT
clothes and keep your thoughts."
What An Palestinian families
believe in? What is the Palestinian
character? These questions are hard
to answer because there are many
Palestinians who strongly believed
in having a good and settled family,
but ...?: The strangest thing is that
Palestinian people do not believe in
individualism because it is con-
sidered as a negative side to them
because this individualism has
sometimes prevented them using
their people to solve their common
problems. I heard one day from a
father of six children a good state-
ment, "to marry, to have children, is
indeed to make a political
statement- -a statement of flesh, in-
telligence and courage, drawing its
strength from nature, from tradition
and from the future."
"All happy families resemble
each other, each unhappy family is
unhappy in its own way."
I do believe in this statement
because, according to my ex-nripn- po.
manv Palestinian families
are unhappy not because of the way
3a 4SSoX72ftJ
LARGE rrEM pizza ;
OOOO TMtujsept. 20, 1M5
WITH COUPON
the parents treat the family
members, but because of the situa-
tion and circumstances which the
Palestinian people face.
Many people realize ana see inai
Palestinian people are everywhere.
During my recent stay in America I
met one Turkish guy who is curious
to learn about Palestinians and the
way they live in many parts of the
world, especially in the occupied
area-t- he West Bank and the Gaza
Strip-Leban- on, Syria, and Lybia.
Sometimes people misunderstand
the Palestinian people. But I can
help explain it to everyone who is
curious to know about others pro-
blems and share them.
Palestinians are people who
strongly believe in freedom,
democracy and human rights. They
are curious to know about others.
Struggle has become--at present-t- he
strongest belief which every
Palestinian chad believes in. The
father would like to listen to his
children and find out what interests
them, then teach them a better way
of life full of struggle and sacrifice.
The entire family does not believe
in a thing like "I don't know." One
thing more really attracted me when
I visited one Palestinian family of
two children in Jordan and I heard
the child of six years asking his
father, "Dad, I am a Palestinian,
right? But why we are living in Jor-
dan, not in Palestine?" The poor
father started laughing and then he
said, "Son, you are the future and
you'll lead yourself to your country
if you promise me because you and
your family are the future."
DIORIO'S SPECIAL!
J
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CARRIE ALLISON
"What we hive here is an experi-
ment in student publishing." says
Michael Allen, who as professor of
creative writing and composition
classes is also the faculty member
responsible for the Wooster Review.
The Wooster Review publishes fic-
tion and poetry from submissions
that arrive from all across the coun-
try as well as the Colege of Wooster
campus. A number of book reviews
written by staff members are also
included. Allen is addressing old and
new staff members at the Review's
first organizational meeting. The at-
mosphere is relaxed and friendly,
but it's also clear that this relatively
small group of students, who will
soon begin the formidable task of
putting out two issues of their own
literary review during the course of
the year, are serious about writing.
Many of them are themselves
writers and are trying, says senior
Gordon Landefeld, co-edit- or of fic-
tion, " to publish a good magazine as
well as learn from other people's
styles how we can further our own
styles in writing." They are proud of
what they have managed to
complish during the Review's first
two years of existence and have am
Review: A literary success
bitious goals for the quality of future
issues.
One common thread links the
statement thrown out by various
staff members as they comment on
what the Review means to them and
what they hope to acomplish with it
"It's done by students," points out
sophomore Andy Mayer, a member
of the fiction staff. Allen backs this
policy wholeheartedly, believing
that an intelligent group of students
can "come to a consesus on what is
good poetry and fiction." He
reserves the right to a final veto, put
into effect mainly by persuasion, but
refuses to die ate to staff members
what they should or should not ac-
cept.
Typical meetings of the separate
poetry and fiction staffs can be
broken for a time only by the sound
of rustling pages as members pro-
ofread all submissions and scribble
comments on the tattered envelopes
in which they arrived. Then, discus-
sions begin, and everyone compares
first, second and even later impres-
sions, trying to sift out truly high-quali- ty
literature from a lot of good
and a lot of bad."I act as resource,
and I do give coments now and
M0N- - "HUR
10:30-1- 1 :00
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10:30-12:0- 0
SUN
11: 00 - 1 1 :00
To THE"
OK
WHO SAYS YOU HAVE TO STUDY AT THE LIBRARY
OR IN YOUR ROOM?
BRING YOUR BOOKS TO
StudyHaUSpecial I
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OFFER GOOD DAILY AFTER 1:00 P.M.
New 4f- - Cherry
.
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then," says Allen, but finally rolls
off the printing press is a student-mad- e
review. That's something for
Wooster to feel proud of considering
the fact that most literary reviews
published twice yearly depend on
atleast two faculty members and a
secretary.
Who makes sure that new copies of
the Review are available for only
12.50 near the beginning of
November and again in April? Rob
Gilmor, a junior, is production
manager for the Review and along
with sophomore Maria Zeglen, who
handles marketing. Shah Hasan, a
1985 graduate, also acts as
marketing consultant, and they
working hard to increase sales. Fun-ding for the Review comes from a
variety of sources, including alumni
donations and the Donaldson Fund,
named for best-sellin-g Wooster
Graduate Steve Donaldson. Salesave been quite high in the past, and
one of the business staffs main con-
cerns last year was the fact that thefall issue was almost sold out Now
that the Review is establishing a
reputation after having published
some well-know-n writers, Gilmor
and his assistants will be able to
Career Planning and Placement Of-
fice
What is this SIGI PLUS program
down at the CPPS Office that
everyone is talking about? SIGI
PLUS-pronoun- ced "siggy plus'Ms
a very special computer software
program that can help you plan your
career. You may be asking "How
can a computer help me decide on a
career?" SIGI PLUS can help you
examine your present values, in-
terests and skills systematically.
Once you enter your own
preferences, the program searches
its built-i- n library, and finds those
careers that most closely match
those preferences. It can save you
literally days of leafing through
catalogs and career books, and
because its built-i- n library is so
advertise for the first time this year
in major poetry magazines. Future
prospects look bright and Allen
notes,"We are slowly, very slowly,
getting bigger."
One of the Review's goals is to
become a type of writing workshop
for students since creative writing
class is only offered once each year.
The Review, says co-edit- or of fic-
tion, senior Majorie Saul, will "
welcome any work by students" and
"is open to all stylesToward the
aim. of increasing Wooster student
submissions, the Review provides a
special space in its fall issue for
cmpus writers and encourages them
to submit their work. High school
writers are also given encourage-
ment with the winning submissions
in the Review's high school poetry
and fiction contests appearing in the
spring issue.
Poetry editor Warren Hedges is
concerned about the Review's cam-
pus image, pointing out that in order
to keep qualityhigh, the Review
must "work with submissions from
people all over the country." This
approach can deter Wooster
students from trying for a slot in
future issues. He very much wants
large, it may well find career ot-pio- ns
you never knew existed.
SIGI PLUS covers all major
aspects of career decision making
and planning through a carefully
constructed systerm on nine
separate, but Interrelated sections.
The sections are as follows :
1. INTRODUCTION: What is
SIGI PLUS?
2. SELF ASSERTION: What do I
want? What am I good at?
3. SEARCH: What occupations
might I like?
4. INFORMATION: What in-
come, advancement and employ-
ment potentials are there in certain
occupations?
5. SKILLS: Can I do what is re-
quired?
6. PREPARATING: Can I do
what's required educationally?
students to be a part of their own
literary review, however, so, that
they will realize that the Review is
sensitive to their opinions and to
their needs as writers. Sophomore
Mary Cox, a poetry staff member,
hopes to set up a system whereby
students can submit work
anonymously, leaving only a box
number on the envelope. This should
give heart to those reluctant to ex-pose their work to possible
criticism.'Tm excited about it and
' I hope a lot of people take advantage
of it," she says.
In addition to welcoming student
submissions, the Review also
welcomes new students on its staff.
To find out more about becoming a
member talk to Allen or any of the
editors. The fiction and poetry staffs
meet at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesdays in
Allen's office on the second floor of
the library for separate conferences.
Come find out what it's like to
become a member of a campus
organization in which you are
guaranteed a chance to have real in-
put Aspiring writers will find
valuable information and become a
part of a community of dedicated
readers and writers.
7. COPING: Can I do what's re-
quired financially?
8. DECIDING: What's right for
me?
9. NEXT STEPS: How do I put
my plan into action?
If you are using SIGI PLUS for the
first time you may find it most
helpful to go through the entire pro-
gram or if you have some specific
questions you may want to go right
to the section that pertains to them.
Gaining access to the SIGI PLUS
program is easy. Come down to the
CPPS Office on the ground floor of
Lowry and sign up. Spend as much
time or as little as you can squeeze
out of your busy academic schedule.
You will find that the time you invest
on SIGI PLUS will pay off as an
essential step in your career plann-
ing process.
IT. "
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By Andrew David Goldman
The Jewish New Year, Rosh
Hashana, begins Sunday evening
and lasts for two days. Jews from
the College and the Wooster com-
munity will be joining in services
conducted by Rabbi Peter Raff at
the Knesseth Israel Temple at 8:00
p.m. The services on Monday and
Tuesday will begin at 9:00 a.m. All
students are welcome to attend.
Please contact the author at Ext
2801 or Becky Denelsky at Ext 2701
or 283-778- 7 for further information
and directions.
The aniversary of the world's
creation 5748 years ago is the first of
two holidays this month which
together are refered to in English as
the "High Holidays". The Torah
refers to the month Nisan (a spring
month) as the first month of the
Jewish year. Jewish tradition,
however, has attached creation to
the first day of Tishral (The
seventh month). The point of
reference in counting the years since
creation is therefore the first day of
Tishral. which this year will fall on
September 16th. No mention of Rosh
Hashana (New Years Day) is found
in the Bible. The first day of Tishral
has two names in the Bible :"Yom
Hazikaron" (The Day of Remem-
brance) and "Yom Teruah" (The
Dayof the Sounding of the Shofar).
Rosh Hashana is the first of a ten-d- ay
period of repentance and self-examinat- ion
which ends with Yom
Kippur, the Day of Attonment (see
article on Yom Kippur in next
week's Wooster Voice). Jews spend
the day in prayer with emphasis on
G-d- 's sovereignty over the world and
G-d- 's rule over man.
The Torah states that an impor-
tant duty of the holiday is the blow-
ing of the shofar:
"In the seventh month, on the firstday of the month, you shall observe
a day of rest a memorial proclaim- -
ed with the blast of the horn, a holy
convocation." (Leviticus Z3:ZA)
A shofar is like a trumpet and is
made by hollowing out the horn of
any animal (except for the cow's
horn which is prohibited because of
its reference to the golden calf in the
Bible.) The ram's horn is preffered
to that of other animals because it is
a reminder of Abraham's offering of
Isaac for whom a ram was
substituted. The curved horn of a
ram also symbolizes mans bowing in
submission to G-d- 's wilL
On Rosh Hashana it is customary to
bake the Hallah (bread) in the shape
of a ladder symbolizing the ascen-
ding and descending fortunes of peo
ple on life's ladder in the year ahead.
The Hallah or pieces ol apple is
traditionally dipped in honey sym-
bolizing the hope for "The Lord's
will to renew for us a year that will
be good and sweet"
Students with questions concerning
this or other Jewish topics should
contact the author or the Rabbi (The
Rabbi's office in Kauke is Ext2405),
or come to one of the weekly Jewish
Students. Association meetings. '
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The Voltage Brothers will perform at Party on the
Green tomorrow.
BySamrat Upadhyay
Imagine an eleven-memb-er bandplaying Jermaine Jackson's
"Dynamite" to the excited rhythm
of your heartbeat Imagine a fvie
horn and seven piece rhythm section
electirfying the stage with Earth,
Wind and Fire's " Let's Groove."
Imagine a selection for ten smooth
voices to sing an array of sounds,
from the unique contortion of John
Fogerty to the earthy romance of
Kenny Sogers.
The Voltage Brothers have been
escalating in the music business
since 1968, when a collection of
eleven-to-sevente- en year olds form-
ed a group in Rochester, New York.
At that time, the prospects of an all
black group of young street kids
gaining recognition was not too
good. However, the courage, talent
and determination that these young
BOOK BAGS
AND BACKPACKS
CALCULATORS
MUGS
notebooks
and binders
NOT TO
ML'.MTION
BOOKSI
brothers displayed earned them a
sizable numer of fans within a short
time. Jerry Griffin, a Vietnam
veteran and the manager-ment- or of
the brothers, played a major role in
guiding them through their early,
difficult years. By 1978 they had
recorded their debut album with
Lifesong Records and had gained
national attention in three Kool Jazz
Festival sessions. In 1981, East Coast
Entertainment, Inc., their booking,
agency, introduced them to National'
Association of Campus Activities.
Their showcases on two NACA Na-
tionals and one Sout Central Region
have earned the Brothers 255 college
bookings. They are now one of the
most popular acts both in college
and nightclub circuits, and are com-
pared to prestigious artists like Sly
Stone and Chicago.
The Voltage Brother's music takes
More Than Just Books
A S SS I K
a middle ground between funk and
rock-- an assimilation of styles
rather than a distinct category.
Though they are mainly emulating
artists, playing very few of their
original numbers, they have mang-e- d
to maintain a fresh and inim table
sound which makes them unique.
After all, there are not many road
bands who can play Talking Heads,
Spyro Gyra and lflchael Jackson
equally well. i
The Voltage Brothers wui be per-formi- ng
on the Quad, in front of
Douglass HalL from 8:30 until 11:30
on September 14. They will be
preceded by Earth wood, who are
back at the College after their per-
formance at Mom's last year. Ear-thwo- od
is a mellow rock band of two
musicians. They win be performing
from 6 until 8:30 p.m.
WE HAVE HATS
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By Mary Cox
Sister Mary Ann Montavon of the
Newman Campos Community at the
college is offering a four week in-
form ational lecture series on
Catholicism this month. Forty-fiv- e
minutes long, the discussions are be-
ing held in Lowry Room 119 each
Thursday at 11 a.m. and are open to
all students.
Recognixing that Catholocism is a
difficult religion to understand,
Montavon decided to offer the to
course for students of all denomina-
tions who wish to know more about
the religion, as well as to Catholic in
students seeking support in their
beliefs to understand them better.
As a core text, she is using a text
by Alan Schreck called "Catholic
and Christian" which she feels gives
a good explanation of common
misconceptions about the religion
and illustrates in clear form a
representation of Catholic beliefs.
Beacause of a time limit in lecture
time, Montavon must try to present
her material simply and she cannot
become too in-dep- th in her lectures.
She intends to focus on a specific
topic each week. The first lecture
was entitled Where Do Catholic
Beliefs Come From, followed by the
Index coming out
By Liz Kershaw
Liz Davies, editor of the Index,
knows what it is like to work against
the clock. There doesn't seem to be
enough hours in each day and the
days ars passing by too quickly for
those impatiently waiting to receive
their yearbooks.
Traditionally yearbooks are
waiting for students when they
S & W
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: COLLEGE CAMPUS
Registered Orlo Travel Agent
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second discussion by An Understan-
ding of Scripture involving Tradition
and Revelation.
In her third discussion on
September 20, Montavon plans to ex-
plain Autho- -- --JIa- ership (e.g.
the role of the Pope in the church.)
Her fourth discussion may include
how Catholics seek salvation, or she
might leave the topic open to the
group. She hopes to get some sugges-
tions from students who would like
have questionsd answered about
Catholicism. She emphasizes that
she will either discuss in a lecture or
person, and would be glad to help
anyone who might be researching
the religion as well. In addition.
Sister Mary Ann is available for
religious counseling and can be
reached through campus mail at box
number 3135.
She is considering holding a
discussion on prayer next semester.
The series, she says, have
"interesting dialogue" and "good
questions. "Montavon feels that
"Catholicism is not just blind faith --
there is a lotto understand... and stu-
dying it gives you a better
footing."She hopes to perpetuate
this through her lectures.
soon
return in the fall. But because
Davies was appointed five months
late, making up for the lost time has
been a problem. Davies was ap-
pointed co-edit- or with Russ Welchi,
who graduated last spring, in
February of this year.
" Russ and I started working on
the Index five months late when the
former editor found it necessary to
TV Service
VCR Service
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Amish: A Way of Life opens
photographs of the Amish is
currently, raow oj nary awezey
Bacfionalia
Bacchus, the Roman God of wine,
merry-makin-g and general good
times was reponsible for beginning
the tradition known as Bachanalia,
the annual party held in Wooster.
He was also famous for inventing the
phrase. "Having a Blast."
Bachanalia is the celebration of
the spirit of Bacchus- -a keg party
sponsored by Crandall House to be
held Sasturday, September 21.
Bachanalia celebrates its 15-ye- ar
anniversary with the return of
leave," Davies explained.
Unavoidable delays and difficulties
in receiving pictures have added to
the problem of time. "I've been the
only person working in thedarkroom," Davies said. "We don't
have a lot of pre-Februa- ry pictures.
There will be things missing, but I
can't recreate history to take pic-
tures of it."
Despite these problems, Davies is
confident that the finished product
will be something the student body
can be proud of. Her main goal has
been quality. "We've added more
copy, are putting captions on 80 per-
cent of the pictures, and have been
working on more student and faculty
participation," she said. "We ve
switched to a different publishing
company and that has really been
working out well." The Admissions'
Office has paid half the cost to
enable the yearbook to have 16 pages
nt rnlnr.
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Save $2.00 on your next Shampoo, Cut & Blow
Dry With Student I.D. Ask for Laurie K. Roben
with this ad
this week. This exhibit of
being presented in Lowry
Oroboros, a well-know-n rock and roll
band, and First Light, a funky reg-
gae group. Alumnus Ken Dixon,
who is still deeply involved in Cran-
dall House, handled the musical ar-
rangements. Many alumni and
friends will be returning to Wooster
this weekend.
The party will be held at Beck's
Family Campground and maps will
be available early next week.
Tickets are on sale now from all
Crandall memb ers or at Yost House
on College Avenue. They cost $7.00
in' advance and 18.00 at the door.
Everyone is welcome! (Caution:
This is the party your mother
wanteds you about.)
Davies is hoping to have the year
book completed and delivered to
students by Christmas. They will be
sent free of charge.
"Russ and I offer our sincerest
apologies for the delay," Davies
said. "There have just been a lot of
regrettable but uncontrolable fac-
tors as we have been working that
have been making it hard."
One problem that she is in the pro-
cess of trying to correct is the lack of
a staff. "I'm trying to establish a
proper staff and have them train-
ed," she said. "Then I will be able to
concentrate on being an editor
rather than having to be writer, pro-
ducer and director." There has
already been an organizational
meeting this week, but anyone in-
terested in working on the yearbook
should still contact Liz Davies at the
Index office.
Ovcsry Deejay
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-in-residenc- e on campus"
'
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Barbara Dua, Minister j j ,
Steven M. Williams, Professional Associate
Arts Ministry j
The Church House.
Campus Extension: 2398
Short courses
offer fun
alternatives
BY BRYAN FJNTU
Short courses are sponsored by the
Student Activities Board and are a
series of low cost non-cred- it courses --
designed to provide enjoyment as
well as opportunities for self
development Enrollment is open to
students, faculty and staff at the Col-
lege of Wooster and the greater
Wooster community.
Practical courses like Woodcarv-in- g
and Knitting, Basket weaving.
Pillow making. Bread baking
workshops, Silversmithing and v
Pewter casting. Darkroom techni
ques (photography;. First Aia in-
struction, Aerobics and classes in
Basic self defense, classes in the fun- - ;
damentals of Investing, and Asser-tivene- ss
training are offered. Also ;
coming this fall are courses on how .'
to stop putting off work, respon-
sibilities, etc. and for the young at . .
heart a beginner's course on clown-in- g.
Registration for Short Courses will
be held in the Lowry Center lobby on t
Tuesday. September 17 from 10:00
am to 7:00 pm, and on Wednesday,
September 18 from 10:00 am to 4:00
pm. Registration is open to greater --
Wooster community after 4:00 pm
on Tuesday. Registration iees are
due at time of signups. Information
on dates, length of courses and in-ctmc- tnr
can be found at the S.A.B.
offices (located next to Keys and
IDs, Lowry Center, second level; or
by calling extension 2563 or 2558.
Paschke lecture
iv i-:- !v ; .1 -
a hw irtiire hv contemporary
Chicago .artist Ed Paschke will be
held on Sunday, September 15 at 2:00
p.m. in the Toledo Museum of Art's
Little Theater.Paschke, whose worn- - nu
represented in museums in this
country and in Europe, is known fore
his figural paintings which have?
their basis in contemporary televi-- 5
sion and video imagery- - His lecture:!
illustrated by slides of his work, will
focus on the evolution of his ideas
and techniques.
The lecture is cosponsored by the
Toledo Modern Art Group and the
Museum.
)ance auditions
imtiHfliii tnr the Dance Concert
rill be held Sunday, September 15 at
A'oinolr fn the Dance Studio.
Everyone is welcome. There will be
.
company Dance ciass uu coming
vlnadav from 4 n.m. to 6 P.m. It
s open for anyone who hat the
lesire to dance.
foga
The Wootter Community Center
ill offer Beginning and Continuing
oga classes on Monday evenings at
ie Center (241 South Bever Street).
icU Giffin will teach both levels of
asses.
Beginning Toga will meet from
on to 9:30 n.m. beginning
entemher 23. 195 and rnnnins for
) weeks. This is is a fitness class
tat uses slow and controlled
iofements to give the participants
etfer nhvaieal conditioning. The in--
tructor will help you to discover a
ealthler mental attitude, rar--
cinant should wear loose, com- -
irtahle clothes and bring a mat
dwel or blanket. The fee for the ten 1
nd hour classes is 117.00.
Continuing Yoga, ior tnose naving
ad Rerlnninff Yoga course (or
quivalent), will meet from 6:00 to
:30 p.m. beginning septemoer zs
nS running for 11 weeks. Included
re nostnres and exercises which
nnriitinn and keen von youthfully
lexible. Participants should wear
oose, comfortable clothing and br-
ag a mat, towel or blanket The fee
or eleven 1 and hour classes is
18.50.
Rocrisfratinn for these classes are
iin0 taken at the Center. Class size
s limited, so early registration is
uggestea. in we Beginning xoga
lass ONLY, a perspective paruci-is- nt
miv attend and narticinate in
he first class of the session without
ibligation to register if the class
naximim has not been reached.
For additional information con- -
act the Wooster Community Center
it 263-520- 7.
L , - - -
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Stop smoking clinic
The Wooster Community Center,
in cooperation with the. Starke-Wayn- e
Office of the American Lung
Association, will offer a Hypnosis
Stop Smoking Clinic on Saturday,
September 28, 1985. at 10:00 a.m. at
the Center ( 241 South Bever
Street ).
If you really want to stop smoking,
this program is an effective method
and Is considered one of the premier
programs in helping achieve this
goal Don H arrarino, a clinical hyp-
notist, uses relaxation and sugges-
tion to program the subconscious of
the participant to the state of being a
nonsmoker.
The fee for this clinic is $42.00 and
is tax deductible. The money from
your fee is used by the Lung Associa-
tion for cancer research. In addition,
the registration fee includes rein-
forcement at future clinics for only
$2.00 service charge. Those having
proof of prior participation in one of
these clinics need only pay $2.00.
Registrations are being taken at
the Center. The clinic size is limited,
so early registration is suggested.
For additional information con-
tact the Wooster Community Center
at 269-520- 7.
Social dancing
The Wooster Community Center
will offer a 6-w-eek course in Social
Dance on Thursday evenings,
September 19 through October 14,
1S&S, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. The class
will meet at the Center ( 241 South
Bever Street).
Ida and Larry Kaczmarek will teach
a fun, but thorough class in the basic
steps of the foxtrot, swing, waltz,
and rumba. Participants should be
prepared to polish their dancing
skills. The instructors are
knowledgeable in techniques that
will help you learn morequickly.
You can gain confidence and exer-
cise while you dance. Participants
should bring a notebook to class.
The fee for the six two-ho-ur
classes is 130.00. Registrations are
being taken at the Center. Class size
is limited so early registration is
suggested.
For additional information contact
the Wooster Community Center at
263-52- 07
Photo By Ifary Swezey
students --added green to their rooms at the plant sale
last Wednesday. "
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Scholarship info.
' The United States Information
Agency (USIA) and the Institute of
International Education (HE) an-
nounces the official opening of the
1985-6- 7 competition for grants for
graduate study or research abroad
in academic fields and for profes-- ;
sional training in the creative and
! performing arts. It is expected that
approximately 700 awards to over 70
: countries will be available for the
1988-8- 7 academic year.
The purpose of these grants is to
FALL
o)g)
increase mutual understanding bet-
ween the people of the United States
and other countries, through the ex-
change of persons, knowledge and
skills. They are provided under the
terms of the Ifutal Educational and
Cultural Exchange Act of 1961
(Fulbright-Hay- s Act) and by foreign
governments, universities, corpora-
tions and private donors.
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at
the time of application, who will
generally hold a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent before the beginn-
ing date of the grant and, in most
cases, will be proficient in the
language ox we nost country.
Creative and performing artists
are not required to have a bachelor's
degree, but they must have four
years of professional study or
nnivalent exnerienee.
Application forms and further in
formation for students currently
enrolled in the College of Wooster
may obtain from the Fulbright Pro- -
Adviser Pablo Valencia, inEimuke 237. The deadline for filing or
this campus is October 9.
"A. BOOKSTORE.. .ANQ. .MORE HI" , ,
3
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The Football team opens its
much hope and new confidence.
Women's VojleyMI opens season
The College of Wooster women's
volleyball team opened their 1985
season with a super fourth place
finish at the Walsh College Invita
tional over last weekend. The Scot-tie- s
finished a round robin play
against eight teams with an im
pressive 8-- 8 mark. This placed the
Scotties behind Walsh, Adrian and
Clarion. First year coach Bob Skelly
was quite pleased with the teams
performance and commented "We
were able to play against all the
types of defenses and offenses that
we will come up agamst tnis
season." The first round competition
on Friday was the most competitive
as the Scotties met their match as
they lost to Clarion 15-1- 2, 15-1-3 and
then again with Walsh 15-- 6, 15--4.
Saturday matches faired much bet-
ter as they won eight out of their first
ten matches. A victory over Rio
Grande 15-1- 0, 15-- 7 and split with Con-
cord College 15-- 6, 3-- 15 but came back
to defeat John Carroll 15-1-3, 15-- 9.
The Scotties also splitted the Univer-
sity of Michigan - Dearborn 15-1-1, 7-1- 5.
Then had two more victories, one
over Lake Erie College 15-- 3, 15--1.
Wooster then concluded the tourna-
ment with a loss to Adrian 15-- 5, 15-1-0.
This Saturday the Scotties will play
at the Ashland Invitational.
THE
PAMT
SHOP
679 Portage Road
Mma 262-4(4- 6
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Soccer teams head to Earlham
The College of Wooster hosted the
1985 Wooster Invitational which in-
cluded such teams as Walsh College,
Kenyon College, and Earlham Col-
lege in Indiana. Earlham College
came out victorious as they defeated
Wooster with a score of 2-- 1. The vic-
tory point for the Quakers came
when Shane Meredith's deflected
shot went past Wooster goalie Tom
Ballantine with just 8: 48 left in the 20
minute overtime. The Most
Valuable Player at the tournament
was Earlham's Paul Schroeder who
scored the first goal to lead Earlham
in the first half. Wooster's Carlos
Pettinau shot a goal for the tying
goal with just 14 : 46 left in the second
half. Wooster attempted 17 shots on
goal to Earlham's 10. The Scots look
greatly improved and were able to
control the ball better than in
previous years. In the consolation
game Walsh defeated Kenyon 2-- 1.
The Scots return to Earlham this
Saturday at Earlham, Indiana.
Good Lock Scots?
13,1835
Photo By Sid Hastings courtesy of
Newsservices
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$$$$$$WANTED$$$$$$
Travel enthusiasts wanted tojoin the nation's most reputable
Campus Rep. Sales Team. Earn
unlimited commissions and FREE
trips promoting Ski & Beach trips.
Call SUNCHASE TOURS INC. Today!
1-800-3-
21-5911
My IPeirspeetfiive...
By David Dean
Well folks it's time once again, yes
it's time for Scots Football. After a
humiliating 0--9 season last year
which resulted in Coach Kapp's
resignation and scores of fans who
associated themselves more with
the opposing team than with
Wooster. John Carroll looks strong
but the loss last Saturday makes vic-
tory in the Scot camp taste oh so
sweet Coach Tucker, the savior
from Ohio State has assumed the
weathered reigns of the Scot Foot-
ball program and predicts that a
new era in Scots Football is now
upon us. I only wish I was .a
freshman now so that I could enjoy
the fruits of the future NCAC Foot-
ball champs. How about it Hank?
And now a look at Professional
sports. This summer has been full of
athletic surprises and the tennis cir--
cut is no exception. In July we saw
the young upstart from West Ger
many Boris Becker upset the complacent and unmoving John
lMcEnroe to win the Wimbleton
ICrown and just last weekend Hana
Jiandoiavinka, a sporadic and often
Jtimes irractic tennis player upset
loot only the first place tennis player
aruna Navratoiova but she also
pounced on Chris Everet Lloyd. And
Ivan Lendl got his wish as he easily
trampled John McEnroe to win the
US Tennis Open. It's not too late
Uohn!
I In baseball the National League
East is totally dominated by St
Xouis and New York with (82-5- 2, 82- -
(53) and West would seem a shoe in
for LA (75-55- ). The big Question
however is what is to become of the
ill fated Pittsburgh Pirates?
American League standings stack
up pretty much the same as Toronto
and New York slug it out and in the
West Kansas City and California
have a tight squeeze for first And in
some exulted sports circles it has
been heard that possibly Ty Cobb's
record should be 1490 and not 1491
because of poor record keeping.
Such minor problems should hardley
effect the outcome of Pete Rose's
quest for the record. Say it ain't so
Ty!
In football action reality set in as
the two Super Bowl teams lost to
teams which had less the medicore
records. Miami with a less-than-the- re
Dan Marino lost to the Houston
Oilers with a score of 26-2-3. The San
Fransisco 49ers lost to Minnesota
with a score of 28-2-1. Joe Montana
was quoted as saying after the loss
"Maybe it's good for both of us It
will make us work a lot harder."
Don't become too complacent Joe!
As for Dave Carey's prediction
about the Pittsburgh Steelers this
Sunday should prove very in-
teresting. In the American Con-
ference East New England leads
while Houston and Pittsburgh are
tied for first in the Central. West in a
four way battle with Kansas City,
LA Haiders, San Diego and Seattle.
The National Conference East has
the NY Giants and St Louis in a tie
and the Central has a three way tie
with Chicago, Detroit and Minnasota
and the West is lead by the LA
Rams. Is it too late for Pittsburgh
Dave?
Continued from Page 4
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Sports trivia
Q. What baseball team's mascot!
pas implicated in a Federal Drug
Investigation of the Major Leaguq
buyers?
A. Kevin Koch, ine rittsDurgn
Pirate Parrot.
Q. Who was Seattle SeahawM
(orginial starting quaterback?
A. JimZorn
Q. Who recently became tha
driver to win three of stock car rac
ing's Big Four Events in the samd
season?
A. Bill Elliot he won the Southerd
500. Daytona 500, and the Winston!
500, losing only in the World 600.
Q. What college team does Don
Simla's son.Mike. play for? What!
position?
A. Alabama crimsom Tide;-- !Quarterback
o. how many seasons nas
(Yankees pitcher Phil Niekro played
fin?
A. Twenty-tw- o, Neikro, however.
pas never been in the World Series.
College Top Twenty
1. Oaklahoma (0,0) didn't play
2. Auburn (1,0) beat SW Louisiana
49--7
3. SMU (1,0) beat Texas El Paso
35-2-3
4. Iowa (0,0) didn't play
5. Florida (1,0) Beat Miami Fla.
35-2-3
6. USC (1,0) beat minios 20-1- 0
7. Maryland (0,1) lost Penn State!
20-1-8
8. BYU(U) lost to UCLA 27-2-4
9. Ohio State (0,0) didn't play
10. Nebraska (0,1) lost to Fla.
State 17-1- 3
11. niinios (0,1) lost to USC 20-1-0
12. Washington (0,1) lost to I
Oaklahoma State 31-1- 7
13. LSU (0,0) didn't play
14. Notre Dame (0,0) didn't play
15. Arkansas (0,0) didn't play
16. Oaklahoma State (1,0) beat
Washington 31-1- 7
17. Florida State .(2,0) beat
Nebraska 17-1-3
18. South Carolina (2.0) beat Ad--I
ipiacnian state zo-1- 3
19. Penn State (1,0) beat Maryland!
20-1-8
20. UCLA (1.0) beat BYU 27-2-4
Sports schedule
Sports Schedule for the week oil
September 13-1-9
Saturday September 14-- Men's
and Women's Cross Country(Allegheny, Walsh and Oberlin) at
Home (LC Boles) Time: 1:15 p.m.
Women's Volleyball-- Ashland Col
lege Invitational Away.
Women's Field Hockey- - Kenyon and
marietta at Home (Cindy Barr
Field)
Women's Soccer- - Kenyon at Home
Men's Soccer-Earlham-Aw- ay
Tuesday September 17-- Women's
Volleyball- - Mt. Union. Baldwin
(Wallace and Malone at Mt Union.(Men's Soccer- - Ohio Northern Away.
Women's Field Hockey- - Muskingum,in, Home (Cindy Barr Field)
Wednesday September 18-ome- n's
Wi Soccer- - Case Western
Rteserve University at Home.
I
iCross country keeps clicking along
By David Dean
Men's
On September 7 at 11:00 The Col-
lege of Wooster Hen's Cross Country
team showed rival Case Western
Reserve that they were not about to
roll over and give the NCAC title
away. Under extreme heat (95
degrees to be exact) and severe
humidity the Scots racked up a score
of23-3- 5.
Although Case recorded the first
win with Ed Ifennis of Case finishing
first, Wooster quickly mobilized six
runners in the top ten. Junior Paul
Fleming finished second overall to
lead the Scots while freshman Todd
Kellerher plaeed third and
sophomore Scott Mellor finished
fifth. Bounding out Wooster's top
ir:mzi::333
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The doctor
doesn't cut out
anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple
surgery is the
surest way to save
you from lung
cancer. And the
American Cancer
Society will help
you perform it.
We have free
clinics to help you
quit smoking. So,
before you smoke
another cigarette,
call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
.
And don't put it
off. The longer
you keep smoking,
the sooner itcan
kill you.
SOCETY $
TM c contributed by the publfcher
u
five was Scott Michalyk who finish-
ed sixth and sophomore Chuck
Brady who finished seventh. This
Saturday the Scots host Allegheny,
Walsh and Oberlin College at 1:45
p.m. on the LC Boles Memorial Golf
course. Come out and show your sup-
port.
Women's
The College of Wooster women's
cross country surprised no one last
Saturday as they easily shut out
Case Western Reserve with a score
of 15-5-0. Even under the extreme
heat and humidity in Cleveland the
Scotties managed to squeeze out the
.7
i
i
top ten amongst themselves.
Sophomers Katie Keller and Patty
Smanik tied for first followed by
freshman Stephanie Scierka who
finished third. Senior Liz Koran and
freshman Nancy Nystrom tied for
fourth and Becky Pickett placed
sixth while freshman Amanda
Paglow finished seventh. This
strong showing so early in the
season left-n- o doubt in Case's mind
that this squad is destined for
greater things. This weekend the
Scotties will host Allegheny, Walsh
and Oberlin College at 1:45 p.m. on
the LC Boles Memorial Golf course.
Come out and support a winning
team.
for aO your typsvjrHer naeds
J.B:" Typewri t&r
Service --
& Sales Q
2522 Cleveland Rd.
345-740- 5.
Daily 8 a.m.-- 5:30 p.m.
lfu J3eautitue
135 Beall. Wooster
1020 W. High Orrvlllo
&REDKEN
Regularly $950
264-553-5
683-719-1
Shampoo & Haircut
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By Dave Carey
This past February 14 when Wooster Athletic Director
Al VanWie introduced new head football coach Bob
Tucker, he called the appointment " a great step for-
ward in the renewal of Wooster football." Of course, at
that point the only way to go was forward as the Scots
had staggered to an embarassing 0--9 record under coach
Jim Kapp, who subsequently resigned with an 8-2- 3
record in four seasons as the Scot's coach. As VanWie
intrduced Bob Tucker some three months later he was
entitled to some optimism, as the press in attendance
could not help but wonder why the defensive coordinator
at a national powerhouse would exchange the Tourna-
ment of Roses Parade for that of the Wooster Homecom-
ing. To some in the press corps that is still a question; by
one need no longer question Al VanWie's February op-
timism.
The Scots in 1835 figure to be an inspired, energetice
football team. Tucker's installation of a rigorous condi-
tioning program coupled with his abilities as a recruiter
and motivator have breathed new life into a team that
last year played expecting to lose.
The Scot's strength figures to be the defense. In '84
they played respectably and they figure to be even bet-
ter this year with eight returning starters. Last year's
offense sputtered behind a weak offensive line, but this
year's line is a year older and a lot trimmer. Versitile
senior Tim Scott will start' at quarterback, having
beaten out blue-chi- p rookie Don Matthews, and at the
skill positions the Scots are deep.
What it all boils down to is that the personnel of this
year's squad is not all that different from last year's,
but the team figures to be vastly improved, and here is
why. In Division III, coaching is more important than on
any other level, because the difference in talent between
top and bottom is so slight. If a coach can get the most
out of the talent he has, he will be successful.
This success, however, is not instant It will take
Coach Tucker a while to adjust to Division m players
and vice-vers- a. Remember, rebuilding a football team
after four years of 8-2- 8 is a slow process. It will take a
few years for Wooster to reach the level of the better
teams in the NCAC, but the guess here is that it will hap-
pen, and happen soon. The Wooster football program
under Bob Tucker is healthy, and in time it will be very
successful. The key is not to expect miracles. The Scots
will win football games this year, but too much should
not be expected of them.
voice
The Scots have four home games this year, starting
with tomorrow's season opener against John Carroll
University. The Scots promise to play exciting ball, and
on an autumn Saturday afternoon there is not better
place to be than at a college football game. Game time is
1:30.
A new era of college football has dawned at The Col-
lege of Wooster, and the buzrword is optimism. All in-
dicators point to a renewal of the Wooster football tradi-
tion. No, it will not happen all at once, but the excite-
ment is there, and Wooster football is back on the
man.
W4
Styling and Haircuts
for Men and Women
Jhm Coto?' "family" Barbmr.
262-316- 6
Rick, Rita, Marty, Dave
418 N. Market
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September 14, 1985
Entertainment: Spotlight Showcase: Earth wood
and The Voltage Brothers
Party On the Green 6:30-11:3- 0
September 15, 1985
Film Danton, directed by Andrzej Wajda
Mateer 7:30 p.m.
Service Rosh Hashanah Services
Knesseth Israel Temple 8:00 p.m.
September 16
Service Rosh Hashanah Services
Knesseth Israel Temple 9:00 p.m.
Quiltmaking A Long Standing Tradition
Lowry Center Lounge 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Amish Heritage 1521-169- 3 Dr. W. Schreiber
Lowry Center Pit 11:45 a.m.
Display and Slide Presentation: Amish Dolls of Ohio
A Present Day Folk Art, Lowry Center Pit 6:30 p.m.
Limits and Constraints The Limitations of Imagination.
John Barth, Professor of Creative writing,
Hopkins University.
Freedlander Theater 7:30 p.m.
September 17
Service Rosh Hashanah Services
Knesseth Isreal Temple 9:00 a.m.
Short Course Registration Lowry Center
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Convocation Not to Be Modern; The Making of a Film
About the Amish Mateer 11:00 a.m.
September 18
Amish Bake Sale Lowry Center Art Hallway
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Slide Presentation: An Amish Barn Raising
Lowry Center Pit 12: 00 noon
Pit Stop Cleveland Sport Parachuting School Dinner
French Film Phedre
Library Film Preview Room 7:30 p.m.
Film The Graduate Roof of McGaw Chapel $1
September 19
Series on Catholicism Lowry Center 119 11:00 to 11:45 a.m.
Discussion 96 Years of Publication, by George R. Smith
Lowry Center Pit 12 : 00 noon
Episcopal Canterbury Club Lowry Center Room 118 4:30 p.m.
Pit Flicks Lowry Center Dinner
Film The Amish: Not To Be Modern McGaw Chapel 8:00 p.m.
C.O.W. students free, all others $1.
Trent Graphics Poster Show and Sale Lowry Center 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Films Das Boot 7:30 p.m. Mateer Admission $1
The Terminator 9:30 p.m.
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It still isn't the smallest business
computer, but it is the easiest to use.
Because instead of command codes,
Macintosh has a mouse. Move the
mouse on your desk, a pointer moves on
the screen. Point at what you want: Click
the button. And it's done.
Prove it to yourself. Come in for a
demonstration.
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Apple and ihe Apple logo at irgHtred wdenmfci of Apple Compuet Inc.
AppieFes s ie4K jcd x --rkx K.tk of Apple Comptaet Inc.
Maciraodi a . ur tamed to Apple Compact Inc.
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The first
Apple you
can carry
away in
a bag.
"A BOOKSTORE... AND MORE!!! is
a
